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Abstract6

Elaboration of individuation is one of the trends in primate evolution. Individuation makes it more difficult to
maintain group coherency. Individuation as it occurs in he phylogenetic shift from the Cercopithecoids (Old World
monkeys) to African pongids, especially Pan, appears to have passed a threshold with Pan reverting to smaller,
less coherent groups of males and isolated females as a way to deal with increased individuation. In contrast,
hominid evolution displays a pattern of group coherency and cooperative behavior that arose in conjunction with
the mental construction of relations among individuals that we refer to as genealogical relations. Genealogical
relations transcend the limitation of biological kinship as a basis for group coherency, but the combinatorial
complexity of all possible genealogical relations becomes problematic with increase in group size. The latter
was resolved, it is argued, through the construction of a computational system—a kinship terminology—whose
conceptual complexity is independent of the size of a group. This shift to a conceptual/cultural foundation for
group coherency changed the dynamics of societal change away from biologically grounded processes of change.
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1. Introduction19

Approximately 8–10 mya (Read, 1975) a Miocene ape species in Africa underwent a spe-20
ciation event that eventually led to two modern day primate genuses, Pan and Homo. One21
genus, Pan, still reflects its origins through the Cercopithecoids and Prosimians whereas22
the other developed a new mode of adaptation based on symbolizing and language that23
gives the appearance of a break with its evolutionary origins. Though both lines of primates24
have undergone the same time span of evolution, only one was thrust into a sequence of25
evolutionary events that led to a primate capable of developing morality, religion and law26
as part of the social milieu this species has created for itself. This difference between our27
species—Homo sapiens—and all other forms of life has appeared so great as to lead to28
explication through gods and creation. In scholarly terms, the disparity has been viewed as29
reflecting “a new order”—a cultural order—in which “Culture is not merely juxtaposed to30
life nor superimposed upon it, but in one way serves as a substitute for life, and in the other,31
uses and transforms it . . . ” (Lévi-Strauss, 1969, p. 4).32

∗Based on a paper given at the 1st Lake Arrowhead Conference on Computational Social Science and Social
Complexity: Agent-Based Modeling in the Social Sciences, May 9–12, 2002. Research for this paper was supported
in part by a grant from the National Science Foundation.
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From a Darwinian evolutionary viewpoint there should be no radical break. If the emer- 33
gence of language and symbolic systems is simply due to differential reproductive success 34
measured at the individual level then it is appropriate to speak of differences in the tempo of 35
evolution but not of discontinuities. But the Darwinian perspective of evolution driven solely 36
by differential reproductive success acting on variation in the genome of individuals is only 37
one modality for evolutionary change and one that elevates change in genomic structure to 38
a privileged position that does not appear to be in accord with observations about behavior. 39
Behaviors can and do arise that fail to maximize Darwinian fitness. And language, symbols 40
and constructed meanings have enabled change in behaviors to take place on a time scale 41
incommensurate with a time scale for genetic mutations and change in allele frequency via 42
differential reproductive success—the currency of natural selection. 43

Let us consider behavior to be the outward manifestation of an organism’s response 44
to sensory information it has received and incorporated in its internal representation of 45
the characteristics and properties of the environment with which it interacts. Behavior, 46
in this sense, may vary from one organism to another not only in accordance with the 47
biological structures responsible for linking external phenomena with internal states and 48
then to external manifestation of those states through actions taken by the organism, but 49
also according to the how that external information is organized, evaluated and acted upon 50
by the neural system of an organism. As neural systems in different species became more 51
extensive, the link between the genome and the forms and kinds of behavior expressed 52
by the organism with similar genomes has become less rigid. With our species we speak 53
of individuals imitating or learning behaviors or patterns of behavior from the individuals 54
with whom one interacts, and of individuals producing novel behavior—capacities that are 55
not unique to our species—without first requiring change at the genomic level and without 56
equivalent variability at the genomic level. 57

To account for these more complicated behaviors the Darwinian evolutionary model has 58
been expanded to include the way in which fitness relates not just to the characteristics of 59
a trait expressed by an individual (individual fitness), but can take into account interactions 60
among the provider of sperm, the provider of an ovum and the developing zygote produced 61
through the intersection of the sperm and the ovum. Terms such as mate selection, in- 62
clusive fitness, reciprocal altruism, mate investment and parental investment all recognize 63
the importance of behavioral interaction of individuals for a measure of fitness. Simi- 64
larly, the notion of inheritance of traits has been expanded to include non-genomic inheri- 65
tance of behavior through individual interaction in the form of imitation and learning (e.g., 66
Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1981; Boyd and Richerson, 1985) as well as the inheritance of 67
concepts and ideas through assessment of those concepts and ideas (e.g., Dawkins, 1989; 68
Durham, 1991) that may lead to novel behaviors. 69

Despite an expanded view of what constitutes biological evolution, still lacking is an 70
adequate understanding of why and how a shift was made from selection acting at the level 71
of behaviors to selection acting at the level of concepts, symbols and symbolic systems as 72
occurs within the domain that we refer to as culture. Just as biological evolution defined 73
solely in terms of changes in the genomic system does not adequately account for the full 74
range of behavioral complexity that emerged from evolutionary events at the genomic level, 75
evolution defined solely in terms of transmittal of behavior and transmittal of “mental units” 76
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does not account for the “new order” to which Lévi-Strauss makes reference. Our species77
is not merely using symbols and is not just engaging in communication through language;
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78
we construct rules about how individuals should interact, how societies should be internally79
organized and even conditions—incest rules and marriage rules—that must be satisfied80
before reproduction can take place.81

2. Social Groups and Behavioral Complexity82

The context for Lévi-Strauss’s “new order” based on social rules is a social group. To have83
a social group and not simply a coincidental juxtaposition of individuals implies that the84
pattern of behavior by one individual takes into account the pattern of behaviors of other85
individuals in such a manner that group coherence emerges from these interactions. As a86
first approximation to the idea of a social group, let p be the probability of some future87
behavior, B, of a specified individual over some appropriate time frame �t = [t0, t1]. We88
will say that individuals are social with respect to B over �t if the value of p includes89
among its parameter values some measure based on the current behaviors of some subset90
of individuals in the group. We will say that a group is a coherent group over �t if the time91
scale for change in the individuals making up group G relevant to the behavior B is long92
in comparison to the time scale for observing instances of the behavior B. Coherency of93
a group in this sense depends upon the ability of one individual to take into account, or94
“model,” the behavior of other individuals in the group.95

From the viewpoint of an individual organism, the complexity of a group relates to the96
number of behaviorally different individuals, where by individual A differs behaviorally97
from individual B is meant that the behavior of A cannot be predicted from knowing the98
behavior of B alone. Define a simple society to be one in which (1) there is a single range99
of behaviors that any individual might manifest and (2) an individual need only take into100
account the occurrence of these behaviors and not the particular individual manifesting101
a behavior. In as simple society there will be but a single kind of dyad, a single kind of102
triad and so on (see figure 1 and Table 1) that can be manifested. For a simple society the103
behavior of an individual in the group will be comparable over wide ranges of group sizes as104
individuals need only respond locally to neighboring individuals, neighboring dyads, and so105
on. If all individuals share the same behavior pattern, then it is not critical for an individual106
to keep track of both a behavior and the particular individual exhibiting the behavior. As107
a first approximation, the cognitive demand on an individual scales with the cardinality of108
the set of behaviors that are possible and not with the size of the group.
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109

Table 1.

No. of different No. of different No. of different
Group of n individuals behavior sets dyads triads Etc.

Simple society 1 1 1 Etc.

Complex society n ∼ n1 n(n − 1)/2 ∼ n2 n(n − 1)(n − 2)/6 ∼ n3 Etc.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the number of different singletons, dyads, triads, etc. in a simple society where each
societal member having the same range of possible behaviors.

At the other extreme, define a complex society to be one in which each member of 110
the society is capable of exhibiting a unique behavior(s), so that knowing the behavior of 111
individual A does not allow for predicting the full range of possible behaviors by individual 112
B. Hence for an individual to align one’s behavior in accordance with behaviors occurring 113
within the group, one must take into account all individuals, all dyads, all triads and so on 114
(see figure 2 and Table 1). Thus “a monkey, taking the probable actions of a third party into 115
account, is facing a more challenging world than an animal that only interacts dyadically . . . ” 116
(Byrne and Whiten, 1997, p. 11). For a complex society the overall coherence of the group 117
will depend on group size since the componential demands on an individual for aligning 118
one’s behavior in accordance with the behavior of all group members increases exponentially 119
with group size when each group member has a distinct set of behaviors. For societies 120
between these extremes the complexity of interactions will be determined by the number 121
of distinct behavior sets, but that complexity will only be partially related to the group size 122
if introducing more individuals does not increase the number of distinct behavior sets. 123

2.1. Individuation and Social Complexity 124

Presumably inter-individual interaction plays a prominent role in acquisition of information 125
from conspecifics since it is through interaction with other individuals, or sets of individuals, 126
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Figure 2. Illustration of the number of different singletons, dyads, triads, etc. in a complex society where each
societal member has a different range of possible behaviors.

that the experiential basis for increasingly more accurate anticipation of the behavior of other127
individuals is obtained. We should expect to find, then, increasing inter-individual interaction128
as the degree of individuation increases. Not surprisingly, then, non-aggressive interactions129
between individuals within a group takes on an increasingly important role in primate130
groups as a means for making one’s social world more comprehensible in the face of greater131
individuation. In addition, with increased individuation one individual must also be able to132
link a behavior with another, specific individual if behavior is to be modified in accordance133
with the actions of other individuals. This capacity has been noted with East African vervet134
monkeys and free-ranging baboons: “these experiments argue that baboons and vervet135
monkeys recognize the individual identities of even unrelated group members. Moreover,136
they appear to view their social groups not just in terms of the individuals that comprise them137
but also in terms of a web of social relationships in which certain individuals are lined with138
several others. Their behavior is influenced not only by their own recent interactions with139
others but also by the interactions of their close associates with other individuals’ close140
associates” (Seyfarth and Cheney, 2003). It follows that more complex societies (in the141
sense defined above) should be associated with species having more advanced neurological142
systems capable of increased computational and conceptual demands.143

Whiten and Byrne (1988) and Byrne and Whiten (1997) have called a positive relationship144
between intelligence and social complexity the “Machiavellian intelligence hypothesis.”145
They trace the idea back to arguments made by Chance and Mead (1953), Humphrey (1976),146
and Kummer (1967). Humphrey, for example, suggested that “the chief role of creative147
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intellect is to hold society together” and “social primates . . . must be able to calculate the 148
consequences of their own behaviour, to calculate the likely behaviour of others . . . ” (1976, 149
pp. 18, 19). The need for making such calculations was attributed by Chance and Mead to a 150
shift from non-primate mammalian reproduction to primate reproduction in which “primates 151
exhibit a characteristic combination of reproductive features that create the possibility of 152
continuous mating provocation. In no other mammalian group does such continuous mating 153
provocation occur” and so “the probability of continual sexual provocation and competition 154
between males is thus very high” thereby leading to a “unique type of selection” (1953, 155
pp. 39, 40, 48). But it is not only the frequency of contexts in which the one individual 156
must take into account the likely behavior of other individuals that is important; the extent 157
to which there is increased individuation also needs to be taken into account. It is the 158
variation in behavior from one individual to another under similar situations and not just 159
the frequency of behaviors that drives the combinatorial explosion illustrated in figures 1 160
and 2 and Table 1. 161

With individuation may also come greater inter-group isolation since individuals from 162
one group will be less well known in terms of their behavior from the viewpoint of the 163
individuals in another group, thus making encounters between groups more problematic. In 164
simple societies, groups are made up of individuals sharing the same behavior sets; hence 165
fusion and fission are less difficult since, whether an individual is from one subgroup or 166
another subgroup, the behaviors with which an individual must cope are similar. Thus fission 167
and fusion of groups as a means to accommodate local environmental conditions such as 168
resource density and patchiness is not problematic from the viewpoint of the behaviors 169
that need to be incorporated when fusion takes place. As individuation increases, however, 170
a trade-off arises between the advantages of individuals or sets of individuals moving 171
from one group to another as a way to balance current group size against environmental 172
conditions versus the time needed to be spent in individual interaction as a way to align 173
one’s behavior with the behavior of other members of a group and to make the group 174
coherent. With greater individuation there should be negative feedback between, on the one 175
hand, increased interaction of individuals within a group to facilitate internally coherency 176
which then leads to increasing isolation of groups from one another as inter-group transfer 177
of individuals becomes less feasible and, on the other hand, increasing isolation of groups 178
acting as a “push” for greater internal cohesion since fissioning and reformation of groups 179
becomes less feasible as a means to ameliorate conflict within a group. 180

2.2. Primate Pattern: Old World Monkeys and Chimpanzees 181

Within the anthropoids we can see a shift in these trends by comparing Pan with the Old 182
World monkeys. The pattern among Old Worlds monkeys appears to be one of stable 183
groups of around 20–30 individuals. In some species these are the largest groups (and 184
encounters of groups may evoke either avoidance or aggressive displays but generally not 185
physical contact) and in other species several groups may combine together to form groups 186
of around 10–200 individuals (see Table 2). Group structure centers on matrilines with 187
stable dominance hierarchies among females, which facilitates kin selection as a means for 188
transmitting social behaviors that increase group coherency. Transfer by males is generally 189
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Table 2.

Grooming Territoriality Social structure

Cercopithecoids Mainly among Variable: baboons—no Stable groups around
(Old World biologically related (Hamilton et al., 30–50; aggregates of
Monkeys) individuals, especially 1976); vervet up to 200 (Kummer,

between mothers and monkeys—yes 1968; Crook, 1966;
offspring (Gouzoules (Cheney, 1987) Dunbar and Dunbar,
and Gouzoules, 1987 (see Table 22-1, 1975; Sharman, 1981);
and references therein) Cheney, 1987); most males transfer

encounter between from natal group to
groups “seldom results neighboring groups
in physical contact” (Pusey and Packer,
(Cheney, 1987, p. 279) 1987 and references

therein); stable female
dominance hierarchy

Pan troglodytes Mainly male-male Yes; antagonistic Community—shares
(Chimpanzees) (59% male-male versus interaction between single home range,

13% female-female communities with consists of 20–100
adult grooming, based physical aggression individuals but made
on Table 7, Nishida, (Wrangham, 1979) up of small, unstable
1979); grooming male groups (generally
occurs in reunions of <6 for Pan
male groups, with troglodytes);
grooming directed community fissioning
towards newcomers to occurs when there are
the group (Bauer, 1979) around 19–20 males;

females transfer from
natal group; unstable
male dominance
hierarchies (Nishida
and Hiraiwa-Hasegawa,
1987)

to neighboring groups; i.e., to groups with whom there has been prior interaction before190
transfer. Grooming seems to be primarily directed towards bonds between a female and her191
offspring. Hence behaviors such as grooming seem to have the function of reinforcing the192
female linkages that give the group its stability. Stable dominance hierarchies among females193
increases the predictability of behavior among females, hence allow for individuality within194
the structure of a stable dominance hierarchy. As noted by Strum et al. with regard to195
baboons: “the distributed nature of cognition . . . the importance of cognitive work that196
is done by structure in the world (social and physical) . . . the centrality of co-ordination197
between individuals in . . . social interaction” all imply that “primate social intelligence198
may not really be captured by talk of individual tactics and strategies and traditional views199
of cognition. Situated action, distributed cognition, the challenges and constraints of co-200
ordination during social interactions, the reality of being part of a system that no one actor201
could create alone, these may prove more useful way of thinking about primate cognition202
among baboons . . . ” (1997, pp. 73, 74).203
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In contrast, while chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes and Pan paniscus) have social organi- 204
zation based on communities with a size range comparable to aggregated groups among 205
the Old World monkeys—around 20–100—the organization of a community is unlike that 206
of Old World monkeys. Though a community tends to be stable through time in terms 207
of its personnel (except for females moving out of the community), it is not a coherent 208
unit on a day-to-day basis but appears to owe its boundedness to highly aggressive and 209
occasionally violent interactions between males from different communities. Internally the 210
community is based on small (<6 for Pan troglodytes and >6 for Pan paniscus) unstable 211
subgroups of males. When there is reunion of subgroups of Pan troglodytes (which may 212
include displays by adult males), grooming behavior is directed by adult males already 213
in the group towards newcomer males. Thus, unlike Old World monkeys where groom- 214
ing appears to strengthen the female/daughter links that are the basis of group coherency, 215
grooming among Pan troglodytes appears to be a means for adult males to establish rela- 216
tions with other adult males entering a subgroup and to re-establish relations among adult 217
males within a group. Dominance hierarchies among males are not stable and subject to 218
challenge by other males. Aggressive conflict between males from different communities is 219
high, including killing of males by the members of one community by the males of another 220
community: “. . . chimpanzees have aggressive and dangerous intercommunity relationships 221
. . . . Encounters between different communities carry a risk of severe aggression . . . . Adult 222
males of the main community repeatedly invaded the territory of the branch community 223
and deliberately killed at least three adult males and one adult female. They were suspected 224
of killing two additional adult males . . . ” (Nishida and Hiraiwa-Hasegawa, 1987). For Pan 225
troglodytes the social problem to be resolved appears to center around interaction among 226
males in a group without close genetic linkages (e.g., genetic father/son linkages) and on 227
the problem of interaction among males with a high degree of individuality. 228

It appears that the biological mechanisms available for group coherence may have reached 229
an upper limit among the Old World monkeys with regard to the degree of individuation that 230
can be sustained while maintaining group coherence at a size commensurate with efficient 231
foraging. The social structure organized through stable matrilines allows for behavioral 232
traits that relate to group coherence to be transmitted via biological kin selection among 233
females and is expressed in the form of stable female dominance hierarchies. Fission and 234
fusion of troops without aggressive encounters is still feasible. 235

The pattern among the great apes is strikingly different and suggestive of reverting to 236
smaller social groups as a way to accommodate the cognitive difficulty of dealing with more 237
individualized behavior. The most extreme case is Pongo pongo with a solitary social struc- 238
ture, virtually unique among the anthropoids. While chimpanzees have communities based 239
on adult males, the social pattern appears to be one of developing mechanisms that enable 240
group structure to emerge despite a high degree of individuation. Adult females among Pan 241
troglodytes are not part of the community structure and appear to have a dispersal pattern sim- 242
ilar to that of Pongo pongo females (Wrangham, 1979). Apparently Pan troglodytes males 243
have developed behavioral mechanisms for forming at least small, unstable groups that can 244
accommodate the higher level of individuation that characterizes Pan in comparison with the 245
Old World monkeys. The means for so doing in Pan troglodytes appears to center around in- 246
creased interaction among male adults in the form of behaviors such as male-male grooming 247
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as a way to accommodate more individuated behavior. Interestingly, a different means for248
achieving the same result seems to have arisen in Pan paniscus. Pan paniscus appears to249
have developed an unusual pattern among primate females of using genital rubbing as a way250
to establish social groupings of females and to ease tensions between communities (White,251
1986). For both species of Pan, their unique forms of social organization among the anthro-252
poids of bounded communities but without stable subgroups seems to be geared towards253
developing mechanisms for group formation in the presence of the cognitive complications254
presented by a incorporating a substantial amount of individuation among group members.255

2.3. Hominid Pattern and Hunter-Gatherer Societies256

If so, then hominid evolution eventually reverses the Old World Monkey—Chimpanzee257
pattern of shifting away from large more coherent groups to smaller, less coherent groups258
as a means to accommodate individuation. In hominid evolution the reversal occurs through259
introducing a means for social integration despite high levels of individuation. The reversal,260
I suggest, has been achieved through the construction of culturally constructed kin rela-261
tions as a way of organizing societies in such a way that kin can be recognized through a262
conceptual framework rather than through biological properties. This also allows for behav-263
ioral alignment to occur on the basis of expected patterns of behavior by culturally defined264
kin despite a potentially high degree of individuation outside of the context of kinship265
roles. With hunter-gatherer societies—the form of social organization that prevailed prior266
to the domestication of plants and animals beginning about 10,000 BP—the general pattern267
one sees among some of the Old World monkeys of stable groups of around 30 individu-268
als reappears—but for different reasons—and is further elaborated upon. Hunter-gatherer269
groups typically live in stable residential groups of around 20–30 individuals based on270
close kin ties. These groups are integrated together in the form of a society of around 500271
individuals in such a manner that individuals within the society have access to resources272
throughout the region occupied by the entire society and not just the resources in the local273
area of a residence group. Though the Old World monkeys may form temporary, large274
aggregations, these do not appear to relate to resource procurement, whereas the societal275
structure of hunter-gatherer groups provides a framework within which individual families276
benefit, through cooperation, from access to resources throughout the region occupied by277
the entire society.278

The advantage of the hunter-gatherer form of social organization in regions with sub-279
stantial spatial variation in resource abundance and seasonality of resources variation on a280
spatial scale comparable to the catchment area of a residential group is straightforward. If281
the pattern of resource abundance for one group is out of sync with the pattern of resource282
abundance for another group then the two groups jointly benefit through the sharing of283
resources when one group has a surplus and the other group has a shortage. A pattern of284
resources highly variable in time and space would have arisen with the shift by early ho-285
minids from a tropical/forested environment in which resource variation occurs on a small286
spatial scale with limited seasonality to the savanna regions of eastern Africa where there287
was much greater seasonality of resources and the spatial scale for resource variability was288
much larger than in more tropical regions.289
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The difficulty with sharing, though, is that it requires a solution to the Prisoner’s Dilemma 290
game; that is, it requires a solution that eliminates the possibility of cheating by one group 291
or the other. The means for so doing, based on extant hunter-gatherer societies, lies in a 292
culturally defined system of intergroup cooperation constructed around culturally defined 293
kin that transcends individual decision making. 294

3. Culture: Constructed Conceptual System 295

By culture I mean a shared, constructed, conceptual system that frames the context within
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which behavior takes place. A simple example of a “constructed reality” can be seen with 297
the cultural notion of “humanness.” By “humanness” I mean the conceptualization (for 298
better or for worse) that members of a society have of themselves in contrast to their 299
conceptualizations of individuals outside of one’s society. Whether it be expressed in the 300
form of self-identification of one’s group as “the real people” as occurs in many small 301
scale societies, or a religious identification as “the chosen people,” or a notion of “civilized 302
people” as occurs with nation/states, the common theme is the presumption that behavior 303
in one’s group—in contrast with the behavior of individuals in other groups—is subject to 304
constraints based on shared notions of morality, law, and ethics, hence actions taken by one 305
individual against another individual in one’s group that violate norms of expected behavior 306
are subject to censure and punishment. 307

In the continuous biological cycle of fertilization, birth, growth, reproduction and death, 308
a dividing line between not-human and human is introduced to decide when, in this cycle, an 309
action taken against a biological organism becomes instead an action against a human, hence 310
moral judgement about the action (and punishment) is appropriate, versus when the same 311
kind of action is not subject to moral judgement. In the United States it is evident that two dif- 312
ferent cultural constructions for that dividing line exist currently with regard to the question 313
of abortion. For those against abortion the dividing line occurs at conception and so abortion 314
becomes morally reprehensible and equivalent to murder. For those in favor of abortion the 315
dividing line occurs at birth and so abortion prior to birth lies outside of moral judgement. 316

From an analytical perspective, both positions agree that there is a point at which the 317
developing biological entity changes status from simply being a biological entity to one in 318
which humanness has become a feature; the disagreement is on the action that engenders 319
this transformation. In the one case it is by the action of a male through fertilization of 320
an ovum and in the other case it is by the action of a female through giving birth. Neither 321
concept has biological reality, as the notion of humanness is a cultural concept, not a 322
biological feature. And even using a biological stage in the continuous process of life is not 323
necessary for the demarcation between being non-human and human. Some groups such as 324
the Netsilik Eskimo living along Hudson Bay in Canada used a non-biological criterion for 325
the transformation. Among traditional Netsilik Eskimos, humanness entered at the point of 326
naming a newborn by the mother for the spirit that helped her in giving birth to the child 327
(Balikci, 1970). 328

All three examples of imposing a break in the continuity of biological development share 329
the same conceptual framework of introducing a discontinuity into a continuous process and 330
in all three cases the choice of the discontinuity is arbitrary in the sense that it does not arise 331
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from external properties but has been imposed upon external properties and thus depends332
upon an agreed upon marking point for behavior to be predictable from one individual333
to another. It is this dual role of both constructing a property that becomes part of the334
environment in which behavior takes place and sharing this constructed property across335
individuals that is central to what we mean by culture.336

A more elaborated framework arises with symbols and operations (in the mathematical337
sense) that convert individual symbols into a structured system of symbols. Consider the338
following statements that relate the concepts, Friend and Enemy:339

(1) A Friend of a Friend is a Friend340
(2) A Friend of an Enemy is an Enemy341
(3) An Enemy of a Friend is an Enemy342
(4) An Enemy of an Enemy is an Enemy.343

These statements form a conceptual structure and are not simply a model for friends344
and enemies of actual individuals as it is evident that empirical friends and enemies are345
only loosely modeled by these four statements. Instead, the four statements indicate the346
relationships that connect the two concepts, Friend and Enemy, into a structured system of347
concepts as shown in figure 3. The concepts may be mapped onto individuals (or countries)348
and the conceptual system expressed by the four statements constructs an order over those349
individuals through the features of the conceptual structure and not through the features of350
the individuals (or countries), per se. Prior to the 2003 Iraq invasion, U.S. President Bush351
categorized nations as being Friends or Enemies not on the basis of empirical evidence of352
actions taken by those nations, but on the basis of their alignment in terms of the “Axis of353
Evil”. The structure imposed by these four statements is that of a binary opposition. The354
four statements define an equivalence relation over the entities to which they are mapped355

Figure 3. Structure of a conceptual system composed of two concepts, Friend and Enemy.
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and the equivalence relation divides the objects into two equivalence classes: the Friend 356
class and the Enemy class.1 357

These two examples illustrate the sense in which culture will be used here as being 358
composed of shared, conceptual constructs imposed on the external world; that is, the 359
“objects” making up culture will be viewed as part of the ideational domain of concepts 360
and ideas (Keesing, 1974) that is mapped onto the phenomenological domain comprised of 361
the world external to us. It will be assumed that cultural distinctions, as shown in the above 362
two examples, do not simply reflect the properties of the phenomenological domain but 363
instead they impose a structure over that domain with properties that need not be derivable 364
from the domain. It will further be assumed that culture, in the sense being used here, must 365
be composed of shared conceptual systems in order for it to provide predictability about 366
behaviors. It is this latter property that enables, it will be argued, cultural constructs to 367
accommodate individuation by also being able to provide predictability when behaviors are 368
formed in accordance with shared cultural constructs. 369

3.1. Empirical Genetic Relations versus Conceptual Genealogical Relations 370

The context for the argument will be the transition from primate groups characterized, as 371
discussed above, by social behavior directed towards biological kin (e.g., kin selection) 372
to forms of social organization based on culturally constructed kinship relations. For the 373
former, the empirical structure formed through biological reproduction engendering genetic 374
connectedness for pairs of individuals through a common ancestor (see figure 4) is central 375
to the pattern of social interaction among individuals that can arise through Darwinian 376
selection. The extent to which the behavior of individual X towards individual Y can be 377
introduced through selective benefits arising from social interactions relates to the degree of 378
biological relatedness between X and Y . The standard measure for the biological relatedness 379

Figure 4. Biological kin relatedness between ego and alter determined by the genetic path from each of ego
and alter to a common ancestor (overlapping pedigrees). Kin relatedness varies with 1/2n , n the number of steps
linking ego and alter.
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is the probability, p, of an allele from a common ancestor arriving through two reproductive380
pathways to both of the individuals X and Y, so that p = �(1/2)i+ j−2, where i is the381
number of parent-child links from X to a common ancestor of X and Y , and j the number382
of parent-child links from Y to the common ancestor of X and Y . The summation is383
over all ancestors that X and Y have in common (and the value of i and/or j may vary384
across the ancestors). The measure of relatedness decreases with 2n as the number of385
steps n = i + j − 2 increases. As a consequence, kin selection has a limited range of386
biological kin among whom social behaviors can be introduced through reproductive fitness.387
And among biological kin, the effectiveness of kin selection is also constrained by the388
limited mechanisms available for identification of those biological kin. For mammals these389
mechanisms include the connection between female and offspring arising from biological390
birth, the connection between genetic siblings due to being raised together and, to a lesser391
extent, father and offspring links.392

When we shift to culturally constructed sets of kin, the closest analogue to the structure393
of relations formed through the facts of biological reproduction are family trees constructed394
through genealogical tracing. By genealogical tracing I mean the process of tracing recur-395
sively from one individual (ego) to another (alter) via a common genealogical ancestor,396
X ; that is, through a finite sequence of individuals, Ego, A1, A2, . . . , Am , X and a finite397
sequence of individuals Alter, B1, B2, . . . , Bn , X , where individual Ai+1 (Bi+1) is either398
the genealogical father or the genealogical mother of the person Ai (Bi ) in the sequence of399
individuals Ai (Bi ) 1 ≤ i ≤ m (n). Formally, genealogical tracing is isomorphic to tracing400
out genetic connections (compare figures 4 and 5). In terms of content, though, genealogical401
tracing differs from tracing out genetic connections by providing a way to organize groups402
of individuals into sets of conceptually linked individuals. The content of the conceptual403
linkage provided through genealogical tracing is not simply a cognitive model for the em-404
pirical facts of genetic relatedness. The individuals identified as genealogical mother and405
genealogical father are not simply “best estimates” of genetic mother and genetic father.406

Figure 5. Genealogical relatedness between ego and alter only requires a purported genealogical path from
each of ego and alter to a common ancestor (overlapping genealogies). Closeness of the relationship is culturally
specified and only loosely related to the number of genealogical steps between ego and alter.
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That a genealogy is not simply a “best attempt” to identify biological relations can be 407
seen in the incorporation of spouse as part of the genealogical framework. From a biological 408
perspective spouse is problematic as spouse is not just the “other biological parent” of 409
one’s biological child and introduces individuals into genealogical tracing where no genetic 410
connection is involved. In addition, in some instances no conceptual distinction is made 411
between a biological status versus a marital status vis-à-vis the person in question. For 412
example, for English speakers the same kin terms, aunt or uncle, are used equally for the 413
spouse of a biological aunt or uncle and for the biological aunt or uncle. 414

While it is true that genealogical mother is generally the biological mother, the con- 415
ceptual basis for genealogical father is highly variable. In some societies (e.g., Australian 416
aboriginal groups) the man currently married to genealogical mother is considered to be the 417
genealogical father regardless of his genetic status with regard to the individual identified as 418
his child. And even in the case of genealogical mother the way adoption is conceptualized 419
in many societies makes it clear that genealogical mother is not simply the genetic mother. 420
In cases of adoption the adopted parents may be as much the genealogical father and the 421
genealogical mother as are genetic fathers and mothers when there is no adoption. Groups 422
such as the Inuit do not make a distinction between one’s status as parent through biological 423
birth or through adopting a child (Maxwell, 1996), for example. 424

In neither of these examples does identification of a woman as genealogical mother or a 425
man as genealogical father who has no genetic relation to the person in question arise simply 426
from ignorance of who the genetic parents may be. Thus it is appropriate to view genealogical 427
tracing as being based upon assignment of genealogical mother and genealogical father in a 428
manner that need not be constrained by “best guesses” about the empirical facts of genetic 429
fathers and mothers. Otherwise it would be difficult to account for societies such as the 430
Nayar where it was important to identify some male as the “father” of a child, but whether 431
he was the genetic father was not of any particular concern even when the mother knew who 432
was the genetic father. Consequently, as argued by Read (2001), we can view genealogical 433
tracing as a shift from the phenomenological domain to the ideational domain wherein the 434
empirical, genetic statuses of genetic father and genetic mother have been replaced by the 435
conceptual statuses of genealogical father and genealogical mother and where the content 436
of the relations has no a priori, genetic constraint. 437

3.2. Genealogy and Behavior: Roles 438

The system of genealogical tracing makes it possible to shift behavior directed towards 439
genealogical kin away from a phenomenological, Darwinian framework in which there must 440
be genetic connection in order for new behaviors to be introduced, to a conceptual framework 441
in which behaviors directed towards genealogical kin identified through genealogical tracing 442
no longer required a genetic connection as a prerequisite for a behavior to be introduced. So 443
long as there is common agreement that a (genealogical) father should act in such and such 444
a way towards his (genealogical) children, for example, the fact of being identified as the 445
father of the children, regardless of one’s actual genetic status vis-à-vis those individuals, 446
can trigger both the behavior of the male in question (i.e., he takes on the “father role”) and 447
the possibility of sanctions being imposed on him were he to fail to act as a father should act. 448
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In addition, identifying a conceptual relation rather than simply the empirical fact of449
genetic connection as the basis for associating appropriate kinds of behavior has the con-450
sequence of allowing other relations, and hence associated behaviors, to be introduced451
independently of the particular individuals involved. In contrast, the consequences of ge-452
netic connections are specific to the individuals in question. If, say, Y is the genetic father453
of X and Z is the genetic father of Y , then while we can extend the genetic argument to454
assert that Z is the genetic father of the genetic father of X , this assertion simply identifies455
a genetic pathway from Z to X . The empirical consequences of this pathway are specific456
to Z and X and cannot automatically be extended to any other dyad, A and C , where C is457
the genetic father of the genetic father of A. Whatever empirical implications might arise458
through selection from the genetic connection between Z and X cannot be transferred to459
the A and C dyad since the implications of the genetic relation between Z and X are not460
simply a consequence of the fact that there is genetic relation between Z and X , but are due461
to the implications that genetic inheritance has for the individuals Z and X . For example,462
X may have inherited a dominant, deleterious allele from Z such as Huntington’s Chorea463
and died in middle age as a consequence, but this consequence for X of genetic inheritance464
from Z does not inform us of what will transpire between C and A even if C also has a465
copy of the allele responsible for Huntington’s Chorea; that is, the allele may possibly not466
be transmitted to A.467

In contrast, a conceptual relation such as “genealogical father” can be extended recur-468
sively to form new conceptual relations and the new relation and behaviors associated with469
the relation can be transferred to other dyads as well. Thus, if Y is the genealogical father470
of X and Z is the genealogical father of Y , then a new conceptual relation, “genealogical471
father of the genealogical father,” linking X and Z may be constructed, thereby making Z472
the “genealogical father of the genealogical father” of X . But the conceptual relation “ge-473
nealogical father of the genealogical father” is applicable to any pair of individuals A and474
C so long as there is an individual B with B considered to be the genealogical father of A475
and C the genealogical father of B. For such a situation C is the “genealogical father of the476
genealogical father” of A in the same way that Z is the “genealogical father of genealogical477
father” of X . Further, to the extent that appropriate behaviors are associated with this new478
relation2 (e.g., perhaps a “genealogical father of the genealogical father” is expected to take479
on an affective role vis-à-vis the other person in the dyad connected by this relation), we480
expect each of Z and C to exhibit these behaviors when they take on the role, “genealogical481
father of the genealogical father.”482

Nonetheless there is a tie to the genetic structure in terms of form if not content. The con-483
sequence of genealogical tracing is to construct relations among individuals that graphically484
have a form similar to the structure of genetic relations based on tracing back genetically485
from a focal individual, X . In both cases one can, in principle, trace back from X to two486
individuals differentiated by sex and in both cases this tracing process can be done recur-487
sively. At the phenomenological level one arrives at two similar structural forms (though488
differing in the details of the form) through the same process of recursively tracing from the489
focal persons to a female person and a male person. In the one case we arrive at a structure of490
genetic connections and in the other a structure of genealogical connections. The two struc-491
tures differ, as discussed above, by the fact that genealogical tracing involves conceptual492
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relations, hence relations that transcend the empirical basis of genetic structures. Whether 493
the person Y who claims to be the genealogical father of X is truly the genealogical father 494
of X (assuming a criterion for the assignment of genealogical fathers has been established) 495
is of less importance than whether the claim is accepted by other individuals or not. Person 496
Y can publicly take on the role of a genealogical father, for example, so long as all agree 497
with Y ’s claim that Y is the genealogical father of X , and whatever behaviors are associated 498
with that role can be engaged in by Y regardless of the veracity of the genealogical claim. 499
Clearly the same is not true of genetic relations. Regardless of any claims that might be 500
made by Y with regard to being the genetic father of X , that claim is factually either true 501
or false. If false, X will not have inherited 1/2 of her/his chromosomes from Y and so any 502
parenting that Y directs toward X , for example, will not increase the reproductive fitness of 503
Y , and so on. 504

Consequently, the shift from behaviors arising through reproductive fitness acting through 505
the genetic structure connecting individuals to behaviors associated with conceptual re- 506
lations and roles has had a profound effect on the formation of social groups and how 507
groups can be organized together in larger units. Group cohesion, for example, can arise 508
through a group being composed of individuals who consider themselves to be genealogi- 509
cal relatives to each other in conjunction with the social behaviors and roles linked to the 510
various relations that can be constructed through recursion. In terms of our hominid ances- 511
tors, to the extent that group cohesion translates into competitive advantage with respect 512
to obtaining resources this shift would also have changed the dynamics of evolutionary 513
change away from evolution driven by reproductive success at the individual level (indi- 514
vidual competition) to evolution driven by reproductive success at the group level (group 515
competition). In addition, since roles are statuses that individuals can move into and out 516
of, individuation need only be temporarily suspended when taking on a role and acting 517
in accordance with that role. This implies that from the perspective of other individuals, 518
alignment of behavior shifts away from alignment based on “modeling” the behavioral 519
possibilities of individuals as discussed above for primates and illustrated in figure 2, to 520
one of alignment based on behaviors associated with roles. In effect, roles and their asso- 521
ciated behaviors provide a simplified social world from a combinatorial viewpoint since 522
roles “make . . . behaviour predictable, that is expectable in a general sense” (Klüver, 2002, 523
p. 44, emphasis in the original). Interaction can be in terms of common understanding of 524
roles and associated behaviors (Nadel, 1957, p. 24; Parsons et al., 1965, p. 23) rather than 525
individual cognitive understanding and modeling of the full range of possible behaviors and 526
combinations of behaviors when interaction is in terms of individuals and their behavior 527
sets. 528

Yet the shift to social organization based around constructed genealogical relations does 529
not escape from the combinatorial problem that arose with individuation. Rather, it shifts 530
the combinatorial problem to a different plane. The combinatorial problem that arises with 531
genealogical relations is due to genealogical relations being defined recursively. If we take 532
into account the two primary genealogical relations, genealogical father and genealogical 533
mother, and the spouse relation, then the number of genealogical pathways connecting a 534
pair of individuals tracing back to a common genealogical ancestor ∼3n , where n is as 535
defined for genetic relatedness. The value of n may be as large as 12 (tracing from one’s 536
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great grandchild to one’s great grandparent for each of two persons) and 312 = 531,441537
distinct genealogical pathways.538

4. Kinship Terminologies: Computational Device539

The solution found by human societies for dealing with the combinatorial complexity of540
the genealogical space determined by all of the potential genealogical pathways connecting541
pairs of individuals resides in the properties of another symbolic system, namely a kinship542
terminology—the terms of reference used to refer to one’s kin. In English these include the543
terms mother, father, brother, sister, etc. including terms marked with the suffix “-in-law”:544
mother-in-law, father-in-law, son-in-law, etc. In other cultures the terms differ not only in545
linguistic form but also in the genealogical kin to whom the terms may be applied. In the546
terminology of the Shipibo Indians (a horticultural group in Peru), for example, terms for547
genealogical brother and genealogical sister and for genealogical niece and genealogical548
nephew depend on the sex of the speaker. In addition, sibling terms are used for genealogical549
cousin (see figure 6). In general, kinship terminologies differ not only through language dif-550
ferences but also through the way genealogical relations are categorized through kin terms.551

What appears to be common across kinship terminologies is the way the terminology552
serves (among other things) as a computational device that permits traversing the space of553
possible genealogical relations in a conceptually simple manner. The computational power554
of the kinship terminology arises from being able to calculate kin term linkages among555
individuals from the logic of the kinship terminology. The logic of a kinship terminology556
integrates the kin terms into a single, conceptual structure. This conceptual structure makes557
it possible to compute kin relations in a manner that does not depend upon prior knowledge558
of genealogical paths connecting pairs of individuals.559

The kind of calculation that is used to construct the kin term structure is straightforward.560
Let three individuals be referred to as ego, alter1,and alter2. If ego refers to alter1 by a kin561
term, K , and alter1 refers to alter2 by a kin term L , we can define the product of the kin562
terms K and L to be the kin term, M , that ego would use to refer to alter2. For example, for563
English speakers if ego refers to alter1 by the kin term Father3 and alter1 refers to alter2 by564
the kin term Brother, then ego refers to alter2 by the kin term Uncle.565

There is abundant ethnographic evidence demonstrating that kin term calculations of this566
kind are formulated directly rather than first determining a genealogical pathway and then567
obtaining the kin term associated with that pathway. As noted by the anthropologist Marshall568
Sahlins with regard to Moala kinship: “. . . [kin] terms permit comparative strangers to fix569
kinship rapidly without the necessity of elaborate genealogical reckoning—reckoning that570
typically would be impossible. With mutual relationship terms all that is required is the571
discovery of one common relative. Thus, if A is related to B as child to mother, veitanani,572
while C is related to B as veitacini, sibling of the same sex, then it follows that A is related to573
C as child to mother although they never before met or knew it. Kin terms are predictable.574
If two people are each related to a third, then they are related to each other” (Sahlins,575
1962, p. 155) (emphasis added). The kin terminology structure enables kin relations to be576
computed simply by knowing the kin term ego and alter use for a common reference person577
(see figure 7).578
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Figure 6. Comparison of two kinship terminologies: American Kinship Terminology and the Shipibo Kinship
Terminology.

One particularly salient example of the importance of this kind of kin calculation for 579
social relations is provided by Marshall (1976) in her discussion of how a kin relation is 580
calculated through the kinship terminology by the !Kung san (a hunter/gatherer group living 581
in the Nyae Nyae portion of the Kalahari Desert of southern Africa). “Gao [a Nyae Nyae 582
!Kung] had never been to Khadum [to the north of the Nyae Nyae region] before. The !Kung 583
who lived there at once called him ju dole [dole: ‘bad’, ‘worthless’, ‘potentially harmful’]. 584
He was in haste to say that he had heard that the father of one of the people at Khadum 585
had the same name as his father and that another had a brother named Gao. ‘Oh,’ said the 586
Khadum people in effect, ‘so you are Gao’s !gun!a’.. . . ” (1976, p. 242) 587
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Figure 7. Cultural kinship between ego and alter only requires a common reference person for whom each of
ego and alter have a kin term. Ego and alter use the kin terminology structure to deduce the kin term each has for
the other person. Closeness of the relationship is culturally specified and may be independent of the number of
genealogical steps between ego and alter.

In this example the individuals involved neither have knowledge of a genealogical path-588
way through which they are connected nor do they need to know about such a pathway589
before they can determine the kin term they would use for one another. In effect, they590
determined a kinship relationship, !gun!a, (a person in the name giver/name receiver rela-591
tionship with ego) through a kin term calculation that does not depend upon knowing the592
genealogical connections among the individuals in question. Further, the identification of593
someone as one’s kin is captured by the fact of having a kin term that can be used to refer594
to another person. One’s kin are, as it were, the persons for whom one has a kin term of595
reference (Read, 2001).596

4.1. Kin Term Product597

For there to be a computational device that can operate over the genealogical space, the598
device must be definable separately from the genealogical space over which it will operate.599
If we think of kin terms as (abstract) symbols, the computational aspect must reside in a logic600
that permits taking “products” of kin term symbols to arrive at other kin term symbols in a601
way such that the abstract process of taking products can be translated into operations within602
the genealogical space and to connections among the members of a group of individuals. An603
example of this kind of translation process from a symbolic system to the phenomenological604
level can be seen with the counting numbers and the arithmetic operation of addition.605

The counting numbers are symbols that represent a conceptual property, the cardinality of606
a collection of objects, that can be assigned to a collection of objects in the phenomenological607
domain. The arithmetic operation of addition is defined at the symbolic level in a manner608
consistent with translating the symbolic system of arithmetic to the phenomenological609
domain and actions taken in the phenomenological domain such as combining together610
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different collections of objects so as to form a new collection of objects. More precisely, 611
in the symbolic domain when we add a pair of symbols n and m (i.e., a pair of counting 612
numbers) and obtain a third symbol, s, namely the sum of those two numbers, n + m, 613
the symbolic assignment s = n + m is done with a logic that ensures compatibility with 614
the cardinality of collections of objects and the formation of new collections by combing 615
together collections of objects. Thus for the symbolic operation n + m we can associate 616
the first number, n, with a collection of objects in the phenomenological whose cardinality 617
is represented by n. Similarly, we can associate the second number, m, with a collection 618
of objects with whose cardinality is represented by that number. Finally we combine these 619
two collections together and we find that the cardinality of this combined collection is 620
the counting number s, and so s = m + n is valid both at the symbolic level and in 621
terms of what the counting numbers represent in the phenomenological domain.4 The use 622
of the addition operation acting on symbols in lieu of combining collections of objects 623
in the phenomenological domain depends on this translation process for its application 624
to the phenomenological domain. The power of the symbol system of arithmetic lies in 625
the fact that we can do the calculations by using the manipulation of symbols and leave 626
implicit the translation back to the phenomenological domain. In a similar way, the symbolic 627
manipulation of kin term symbols can be translated back into the phenomenological domain 628
of persons and genealogical relations between pairs of persons, but the translation is not 629
necessary and can be left implicit. 630

The computational system for the genealogical domain has the constraint that it must 631
be generated from a few, basic concepts if it is to serve as a simplification of the way 632
one traverses over the domain of all possible genealogical relations. The primary concept 633
underlying this computational process for kin terms is the product defined over pairs of kin 634
terms discussed above. We can formally define a kin term product as follows: 635

Definition. Let K and L be kin terms in a given kinship terminology, T. Let ego, alter1 and 636
alter2 refer to three arbitrary persons each of whose cultural repertoire includes the kinship 637
terminology, T. The kin term product of K and L , denoted K oL , is a kin term, M , if any, 638
that ego may (properly) use to refer to alter2 when ego (properly) uses the kin term L to 639
refer to alter1 and alter2 (properly) uses the kin term K to refer to alter2. 640

We can determine the structure for a set of kin terms (i.e., a set of symbols in the 641
mathematical sense of symbols) that is engendered by the kin term product for the kin 642
terms in a kinship terminology by determining the product for each pair of kin terms in the 643
terminology. We can display these products in the form of a table whose entries for the first 644
column and first row are made up of the set of kin terms and whose entry in the intersection 645
of a row and a column is the result of taking the product of the initial terms in that row and 646
column. A table of this kind is called a Cayley Table. The Cayley Table, however, is too 647
general as the number of products in the table is ∼n2, where n is the number of kin terms 648
and so the combinatorial problem (though to a lesser degree) re-arises. 649

Simplification of the number of distinct products for a set of kin terms relates to the 650
structure engendered by taking kin term products. If this structure can be generated from an 651
underlying “kin term grammar” that identifies how all kin terms can be constructed from a 652
few, primary kin terms using kin term products, then we can reduce the Cayley Table to a 653
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simplified table whose number of entries is ∼n. Namely, we can construct a table in which654
the first column is made up of the set of kin terms and the first row comprises the generating655
terms. Now the size of the table is ∼n, hence the complexity of the table varies at most656
directly with the number of kin terms, which is around 15–20 terms for most terminologies.657

For a given kinship terminology, whether or not the complete Cayley Table for the kinship658
terminology can be simplified in this manner is an empirical question, hence the claim that a659
terminology has a structure that can be represented with a simplified Cayley Table is subject660
to falsification.5 Now consider the American/English terminology. For this terminology the661
kin terms Mother and Father are plausible candidates for being the generating terms from662
which the kin term structure is generated.663

We can determine the content of the simplified Cayley table by asking informants the kin664
term that results from taking the product of a kin term with a generating kin term. For each665
kin term in the AKT, for example, we can ask ourselves (as the informants) the (proper)666
kin term to be used for alter2 when ego refers to alter1 by the kin term K and alter1 refers667
to alter2 by either the kin term Mother or the kin term Father.668

We will also introduce the reciprocal kin terms, Son and Daughter, for the kin terms Father669
and Mother, and take products using these two kin terms as well. Part of the conceptual670
logic of a kinship terminology is that if ego refers to alter by a kin term K , then there is a671
kin term, L , the reciprocal kin term, that alter uses to refer to ego.672

Next, we introduce the affinal kin term, Spouse, and take products using this term. Finally,673
we introduce the special symbol Self to serve as the starting point from which products are674
constructed. Self will be an identity element for the kin term product, hence products with675
the symbol, Self, do not need to be calculated. When we map the symbolic structure to676
the phenomenological domain of persons, the symbol Self will be mapped to the reference677
person for whom kin term relations are being calculated.678

4.2. Kin Term Map679

We can display the table we construct from informant information in the form of a graph680
that we will call a kin term map (see figure 8). The arrows of the graph correspond to the681
generating terms and an arrow is drawn from one kin term (including the symbol, Self, as a682
possible beginning point for an arrow) to another kin term (including the symbol, Self) when683
the generating term corresponding to the arrow yields the ending kin term for the product684
of the generating kin term with the kin term from which the arrow originates. The kin term685
map graphically displays the connections among the kin terms viewed as a computational686
system. For a kin term and its reciprocal kin term, if K is an ascending kin term then the687
kin term product KL = Self and LK �= Self; that is, for the kin terms Father and Son, Son of688
Father = Brother �= Self and Father of Son = Self (i.e., if ego refers to alter as Son and alter689
refers to alter1 as Father, then alter1 = ego and so Father of Son maps ego to ego, hence690
Father of Son is an identity element and so it must be the identity element Self).691

The kin term map can be used to determine (proper) kin terms of reference for one692
person, ego, to use for another person, alter, when the genealogical pathway between these693
two persons is known. First, we make the correspondence between kin term symbols and694
genealogical relations via:695
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Figure 8. Kin term map for the American Kinship Terminology based on generating terms, Parent (and the
reciprocal term Child) and Spouse.

Self ↔ ego,
Mother ↔ genealogical mother,
Father ↔ genealogical father,

Son ↔ genealogical son,
Daughter ↔ genealogical daughter and

Spouse ↔ {husband, wife}. 696

Second, we replace each genealogical relation in the genealogical pathway with its kin 697
term equivalent. Finally, we calculate, using the kin term map, the product of the kin 698
terms corresponding to each of the relations in the genealogical pathway to arrive at a kin 699
term that may properly be used by ego for alter. For example, if alter is ego’s mother’s 700
brother’s daughter, then we have two possible genealogical pathways: (1) alter is ego’s 701
mother’s mother’s son’s daughter or (2) alter is ego’s mother’s father’s son’s daughter. 702
These correspond to (1) Daughter of Son of Mother of Mother = First Cousin and (2) 703
Daughter of Son of Father of Mother = First Cousin. Hence ego would use the kin term 704
First Cousin for ego’s mother’s brother’s daughter. 705

4.3. Kin Term Algebra 706

Note that the arrows for Father and Mother come in pairs in the kin term map for all 707
American/English kin term products. Also note that for the AKT we have the kin term 708
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Parent = {Father, Mother}. Taken together, this suggests that we can use the single term,709
Parent, as a generating term and then recover the terms Mother and Father by a rule that710
identifies when a kin term only has a neutral form (such as Cousin) and when a kin term has711
sex marked forms (such as Mother and Father for the term Parent) in the AKT. Thus, although712
we began with two generating terms, Mother and Father, we can reduce the generating set to713
a set with a single ascending term, Parent. A similar reduction in the number of generating714
terms occurs in other terminologies as well.715

In some terminologies such as the Shipibo terminology the parental terms, in this case716
Papa and Tita, do not have a neutral form. For these terminologies we can divide the terms717
into male marked terms and female marked terms. For the terms with a single sex marking718
there is a single ascending generating term. Consequently, for all terminologies there is719
either a single ascending term without sex marking such as Parent in the AKT, or we can720
divide the terms into the set of male marked and the set of female marked terms and for721
each of these sets we will have one ascending term. This observation provides the basis722
for what appears to be a general procedure for the production of kin terminologies with an723
underlying generative grammar.724

The general procedure consists of the following steps (see figure 9 for an explicit725
example).726

I. Construct an algebra, M, of ascending and descending kin terms by doing:727

1. Construct a structure A of ascending kin terms based on a single ascending kin term,728
A, and an identity element, I ;729

2. Make an isomorphic copy D of the ascending kin term structure to form the structure730
of descending terms generated by the single descending term, D.731

3. Make the term D into the reciprocal term for the ascending term A by adding the732
structural equation AD = I . Construct the algebra M generated by the generating733
set {A, D, I} and the structural equation AD = I .734

II. Extend M to an algebra with sex marking of products:735

1. Make an isomorphic copy F of the structure M from Step I. Assign the attribute,736
male, to the terms in M and the attribute, female, to the terms in F.737

2. Add structural equations for products of terms from F and from M that express738
the structural properties for the way sex marking are distributed across kin term739
products.740

III. Add rules that determine any particular features of the terminology.741

The details of these steps for the American Kinship Terminology are displayed in figure 9.742
Jointly the construction steps and the rules form a generative grammar that underlies the743
structural form of the American Kinship Terminology. The structure produced by the gen-744
erative grammar is shown in figure 11. This structure, with generating set {P, C, S, I}, and745
the kin term map based on the terms Parent, Child and Spouse and the symbol, Self, are746
isomorphic under the mapping P ↔ Parent, C ↔ Child, I ↔ Self and S ↔ Spouse (Read747
and Behrens, 1990).748
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Figure 9. Outline of the generative grammar for the American Kinship Terminology.

The algebraic structure not only establishes the fact that the kin term map has a logic 749
underlying its structure as shown in figure 10 for the AKT, but features of the kinship 750
terminology can now be divided into those whose origin lies in the logic of the kin term 751
map by virtue of the fact that they are displayed in the algebraic model for the kin term map 752
and those that are imposed, for cultural reasons, on the kinship terminology. Two important 753
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Figure 10. Graph of the algebraic model for the structure of the kin term map displayed in figure 8.

examples of features for the AKT that arise through the logic of the AKT are (1) the criterion754
by which some kin terms are marked with an “-in-law” suffix and (2) the reason why the755
“-in-law” suffix is not used for Spouse of Aunt or for Spouse of Uncle (and similarly for756
Great Aunt, Great Uncle, etc.). The latter observation implies that the “-in-law” suffix is757
not simply a means to identify kin terms used for relatives by marriage. The failure to758
use the -in-law suffix has been considered an anomaly that reflects criteria external to the759
terminology structure such as the degree of affect that a person has for one’s aunt or uncle,760
whether consanguineal or affinal (Schneider, 1980, p. 107, n. 7).761

The criterion for the use of the -in-law suffix becomes apparent in the algebraic structure.762
The Spouse element introduces a “third dimension” in the graphs (nodes in the lower left763
of figure 10) and it is this set of nodes marked with an -in-law suffix or with the Spouse kin764
term. In effect, the -in-law suffix distinguishes an affinal subspace of the complete kin term765
structure.766

The failure to use the -in-law suffix with terms such as aunt or uncle by marriage is due to767
the logic of the Spouse term in the algebraic structure. The algebraic structure identifies the768
fact that Spouse of Aunt = Uncle and Spouse of Uncle = Aunt as part of the logic of how769
the kin terminology is generated (see Spouse arrow mapping the Aunt node to the Uncle770
node and vice versa, figure 10). This property derives from equating Sibling of Spouse with771
Spouse of Sibling: scp = cps.6772

4.4. Cultural Instantiation of the Kin Term Algebra773

The kin term algebra is a symbolic system, hence the individuals to whom the terms may774
be properly applied derives from cultural rules for giving the abstract symbols semantic775
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Figure 11. Cultural rules of instantiation provide linkage between the (abstract) culturally specified terminolog-
ical structure in the ideational domain and a set of persons in the phenomenological domain.

content. I refer to these rules, and the logic of their formation, application and change, 776
as the cultural instantiation of the abstract symbolic structure (Read, 2001, 2003)—see 777
figure 11. We have already had examples of cultural instantiation with the criterion used for 778
the conceptual division between not human and human, and with the concepts Friend and 779
Enemy whose instantiation can include content as diverse as persons, numbers or nations. 780
For the kin term structure cultural instantiation using genealogical relations refers back to 781
the computational problem being solved by the kinship terminology, namely an effective 782
way to traverse over the genealogical domain. 783

This instantiation has been discussed above with regard to kin terms. We can now extend 784
this instantiation to the symbolic structure. In the case of the AKT we have: P → {father, 785
mother}, C → {son, daughter}, I → {ego}, S → {husband, wife}. We can translate any 786
algebraic product into a set of genealogical relations by defining the product of sets of 787
genealogical relations in matrix form. If A, B ∈ A and U and V are the sets of genealogical 788
relations corresponding to A and B, respectively; that is A → U and B → V , then 789
KL → V T × U . where V T is the transpose of the matrix V . For example, CP → {father, 790
mother} × {son, daughter} = {father’s son, father’s daughter, mother’s son, mother’s 791
daughter}. 792

By using this instantiation and the isomorphism between the kin term map and the 793
algebraic representation of the kin term map, we can construct a set of predicted genealogical 794
relations corresponding to each kin term in the AKT; namely, if K is a kin term then K → 795
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A ∈ A and A = A1 A2 . . . An , say, where Ai ∈ {P , C , I , S}. Finally, A → U1U2 . . . Un = U ,796
where A1 → U1, A2 → U2, . . . , An → Un and U is a set of genealogical relations.797

The predicted set of genealogical relations agrees in all cases with the genealogical798
definition of kin terms given by English speakers (Read, 2001). This, in combination with799
the previous observation regarding the linkage between genealogical relations and kin terms800
via the kin term map, establishes that the conceptual structure of the kinship terminology801
(along with the cultural instantiation of the abstract structure in terms of genealogical802
relations) provides the basis for traversing the genealogical domain with a computational803
system independent of the size of the group of individuals involved and independent of the804
size of the genealogical domain.805

Just as the genealogical domain is more encompassing than the genetic structure from806
which it is abstracted, the terminological space is more extensive than the genealogical807
domain for which it serves as a computational device. The logic of cultural instantiation808
does not require that instantiation be limited to genealogical relations. The only requirement809
is one of completeness in terms of usage of kin terms. For example, adoption may be810
included under instantiation of the Child kin term so long as any alter who would refer to811
a genealogical child by a kin term would refer to the adopted child by the same kin term.812
Hence the legal apparatus in the U.S. in cases of adoption serves to assure to all involved813
parties that the adopted child is to be considered no differently than a “natural” child and814
terminologically an adopted child becomes a Child and part of the kinship domain for all815
relevant persons. This contrasts with the use of the Uncle and Aunt terms as “honorific”816
terms of address for friends of one’s parents as occurs with many English speakers. The817
child of the person that ego calls “uncle” in an honorific sense does not become Cousin to818
ego, hence the extension of the Uncle and Aunt terms would not be included under cultural819
instantiation of the kin terms.820

Once it is clear that the logic of cultural instantiation does not depend on the phenomeno-821
logical domain it becomes evident why there can be widespread variation among societies822
in terms of the persons referred to by the local equivalent of the English kin term Father. The823
kinship terminology is internally consistent as a system of symbols and externally consis-824
tent with the phenomenological domain through the process of cultural instantiation, hence825
the content of that cultural instantiation need not be constrained by the facts of biological826
reproduction; that is, the cultural instantiation need not be formulated as a “best guess” for827
the genetic facts of reproduction.828

5. Conclusion829

As we go phylogenetically from the Old World Monkeys to the great apes, and to Pan in830
particular, we seem to have a trend of increasing individuation that challenges the basis831
of social cohesion through face-to-face interaction. With increasing individuation groups832
come up against the combinatorial problem of the number of dyads (and triads) that are833
possible and for which individuals need to acquire information in order for a group to act in a834
coherent manner. One solution to the combinatorial problem introduced through increased835
individuation is to reduce the size of the social group. This may be part of the reason836
why Pongo pongo has no social group above the individual (outside of mother/offspring837
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units) and Pan troglodytes females have a social pattern comparable to Pongo females. 838
Adult males among Pan troglodytes and adult females among Pan paniscus appear to have 839
worked out a different basis for interaction (male-male adult grooming and meat sharing 840
for the former and female-female genital rubbing for the latter) as a way to deal with the 841
problems introduced by having a high degree of individuation. Neither species has worked 842
out a solution leading to coherent and stable groups that include both sexes as is true for 843
the Old World Monkeys. 844

It appears that natural selection was unable to find a biologically based means to make 845
group cohesion possible when there is increased individuation, given the social conflict that 846
arises when individuation includes individuals outside of the range of biological kin among 847
whom biological processes such as kin selection, inclusive fitness, reciprocal altruism, etc. 848
can introduce stable, cooperative behavior. The solution found by our hominid ancestors 849
arose through relations conceptualized between individuals, hence relations that link indi- 850
viduals that are not dependent upon a genetic linkage for their implementation. In modern 851
Homo sapiens we refer to these as genealogical relations and they are based on recursively 852
tracing from one individual to another individual via a person identified as the genealogical 853
mother or the genealogical father of that person. 854

The relations and tracing arise through a conceptually constructed system and are not 855
simply a “best attempt” to model the genetic relations involved in procreation. Ethnographic 856
evidence repeatedly indicates that the individual identified as the genealogical father need 857
not be the genetic father even if the person who is the genetic father is known. And some 858
groups such as the Inuit do not make any distinction between a child through adoption 859
and a child through birth. The shift from an externally driven system (natural selection 860
acting on genetic linkages) to an internally constructed conceptual system had profound 861
implications for our hominid ancestors. The conceptual system of constructed relations 862
“solved” the problem of identifying related individuals who can be presumed to share 863
similar ideas about proper and appropriate behavior, hence laid the basis for cooperative 864
behavior through providing a means to identify likely cooperators. 865

However, the “solution” to the identification problem for models of how cooperative be- 866
havior may evolve and become a stable “strategy” re-introduced the combinatorial problem 867
that arose with individuation, but in a different plane, namely the size of the genealogi- 868
cal domain that is possible under genealogical tracing. The solution to that combinatorial 869
problem was achieved through devising a conceptual system—what we refer to as a kin- 870
ship terminology—that was simple, yet powerful, and made it possible to traverse over the 871
genealogical domain without detailed knowledge about its structure for a particular group 872
of persons. The kinship terminology is not simply a collection of semantic terms that may 873
be used when referring to one’s kin, but a conceptual system with an underlying logic, or 874
grammar, as to how it may be produced and how it relates to the genealogical domain. 875
Human societies have two conceptual domains that can be used for constructing relations 876
between individuals: the genealogical system based on genealogical tracing and the kin term 877
system based on the logic of calculating with kin terms. The results from one system can 878
be translated into the other system. In addition, the kin term system, through the process of 879
cultural instantiation of the abstract symbols making up the terminology, is not constrained 880
in its application to the genealogical domain and has made it possible for human societies 881
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to have yet another “distancing” from genetic relations, namely kinship relations that need882
neither need be limited to genealogical tracing nor to biological reproduction between a883
husband (genetic father) and a wife (genetic mother) due to artificial means of reproduction.884

In effect, human societies have shifted from systems in which evolutionary change are885
grounded in biological reproduction and genetic relatedness (hence systems where fitness886
is measured in terms of reproductive success) to systems in which evolutionary change is887
grounded in conceptual systems of relatedness and, as discussed by Nadel (1957), in the888
coherency of such systems over groups of individuals. Cultural kinship systems “work”889
not because of reproductive success per se, but because they provide coherent systems890
through which societal boundaries are constructed and through which patterns of behavior891
become predictable through kinship roles, thereby resolving the combinatorial problem that892
arises with individualistic behavior. Change becomes “cultural change” and the dynamics893
of cultural change do not reduce to the dynamics of biological change.894

Notes895

1. See Read (2002) for a more extensive discussion of the Friend/Enemy structure and how it is a structure that896
reappears in a variety of domains, ranging from binary arithmetic to categorization of kin relations.897

2. Due to space limitations I will not delve here into the complex issue of how roles are constructed and evolve898
in conjunction with expected patterns of behavior (see, for example, Klüver, 2002) and more specifically how899
roles are associated with kin relations. Suffice it to say that roles and associated patterns of behavior for those900
roles appear to be ubiquitous in human societies.901

3. Kin terms will be capitalized when they are analytically being considered as symbols and not just words used902
in ordinary conversations.903

4. At first glance it might appear that the symbolic operation is defined by first acting in the phenomenological904
domain and then assigning the counting number s to the symbol n + m based on the actions taken in the905
phenomenological domain. While it is highly likely that the ontological sequence for the evolution of the906
conceptual systems of numbers was initially from experience with the phenomenological domain to a system907
of counting numbers such as 1, 2, 3, many (or its modern folk counterpart 1, 2, 3, . . . , infinity, where infinity has908
the folk notion of an unimaginably large—but finite—number such as the number of grains of sand on the beach)909
the system of arithmetic developed in two ways beyond simply combining collections in the phenomenological910
domain as the basis for assigning symbols when adding counting numbers together. One was the recognition911
that at a symbolic level there must be a successor counting number for any counting number, whether or not one912
has a name for this counting number and the second was to develop the logic of the addition operation so that913
it could be applied to symbols based on the form of the symbolic representation; e.g., the difference in facility914
between doing addition with the Roman numerals I, II, III, IV, V, . . . and the Arabic numbers 1, 2, . . . , 9, 10, . . .915
based on the concept of a number, 0, representing the absence of a quantity.916

5. This contrasts sharply with formalizations developed for analyzing kinship terminologies based on a genealog-917
ical space such as componential analysis and rewrite rules. The former is simply a descriptive formalism (albeit918
a useful one) and the latter is an unrestricted writing system, hence not subject to falsification.919

6. From scp = cps it follows that scpp = cpsp = cpp* and the product cpp and cpp* corresponds to Uncle and920
Aunt, respectively, where by p* is meant that its instantiation has the opposite sex marking of the instantiation921
for p. Thus if p is instantiated as father then p* is instantiated as mother. Hence Spouse of Uncle = Aunt.922
Similarly, Spouse of Aunt = Uncle.923
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